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Editors Note

While I’m finishing this magazine in tropical Pacific Har-
bour in Fiji with a sea breeze blowing in, I suspect the 
club members at French Pass are buckeling down the 
hatches as a strong northerly hits. Hopefully they will get 
a few dives in over the weekend and you can hear about 
it at the club meeting on Tuesday evening or at the very 
least read about it next month in the magazine.

The 60th celebrations went off well and we were all 
happy to see such a great turnout at Armadillos in Rich-
mond and really appreciated both our geust speaker on 
the night, Rosemary Tarlton and Dave Moran who came 
down specially for the evening from Auckland along with 
everyone that managed to make it.

With some dodgy weather and the 60th on the dive trips 
didn’t happen last month but the calendar is full for the 
next few months so make sure that you book on at least 
one of the trips.

Even if you don’t make it on a club trip but still get out div-
ing, jot something down and send it through to me, even 
a photo of what you did, where you did it and what you 
caught would be great 

Happy diving.

Eric
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Presidents Intro

Hi everyone. 
This last month has been quite a busy one for 
the committee, with the organising of the 60th 
anniversary which turned out to be a very enjoy-
able evening catching up with past members 
including quite a few life members. There were 
two founding members there as well. Congrats 
to Eric and Larry who I had the pleasure of pre-
senting their life memberships too. All that hard 
work has paid off over the years! 
We as a committee are now planning another 
social event for the club which is going to be a 
xmas bbq. This is a great time to bring along the 
rest of the family so they have a chance to mix 
and mingle to get to know other people in the 
club . More details about this is to come. 
Larry has organised some good trips coming up 
and just need some good settled weather. So 

give him a ring to get your name on the list to get 
out for a dive. French Pass weekend is looking 
like a good one with lots of people going. This is 
usually a great social weekend. 

We have recently had a meeting with NCC ,Nelson 
Athletics and Whakatu Dance School to discuss 
the changes ahead with the sale going through. 
We are assured that things should remain the 
same.It was decided that we will have a meeting 
every three months for the first year then every 6 
months after that.

Last of all I would like to thank the committee for 
doing such a great job. This can sometimes be 
hard with every day life but we just get down and 
do it.

Club News
Our next club meeting will be happening Tues-
day 15th October.
Come along and see what other fellow mem-
bers have been up to and what’s coming up for 
diving this spring time!
Members as well as non members thinking 
about diving or joining a club all welcome. We 
would love for you to join us! Come along for a 
casual chat.
See you there!
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NUC Club Trips

Recent trips: 
 
The Port Underwood trip was postponed be-
cause of weather and the 60th dinner. 

Labour weekend Richard Suttie, Yaro Panfy-
lov and a Student diver got picked up at Cable 
Bay by Paul Gardiner and got out for two dives. 
Thank you Paul for taking them.

Trips coming up:

French Pass weekend – Thursday 14th – Sun-
day 17th November. Bring your food and Bed-
ding. Cost $30 pp per night. Stay 3 nights or 
1 night. Bring cards and games in case the 
weather is rough. People going out on boats 

pay a share of boat costs. I have had a good 
response for this weekend. Paul Gardiner has a 
student diver doing a night dive course so any-
one coming to French Pass contact Paul if keen 
for a night dive.

Sunday December 1st – I have booked Wai-
kawa Dives boat which is based in Waikawa 
Bay, Picton which can take 8 divers. Some of 
the dive options depending on sea conditions 
are the Lermontov, outside Tory Channel en-
trance, Long Island Marine reserve and other 
sites. The cost to go to the Lermontov is about 
$800 dollars for the boat which includes food 
and drink so with 8 divers is $100 pp. If we don’t 
go that far it will be less. I already have 6 divers 
so let me know if you want to go. Don’t miss out 
as this is good value.

We will look at the Port Underwood trip when 
the weather settles down as it needs about 3 
days of calm weather before
.
December – Xmas picnic day. Date and venue 
yet to be decided. Good family day.

Clean Up in Abel Tasman – Let you know the 
date soon.
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Kaikoura Weekend – Nelson Anniversary week-
end staying in Canterbury Underwater Club’s 
lodge. This weekend is Sat 1st – Mon 3rd of Feb-
ruary, Monday being the anniversary day. I will 
book it for Fri night to Mon- 3 nights. I have to 
contact them to make sure it is still available and 
will need to know who wants to go.
 
Early next year we will run the spearfishing con-
tests. There are two trophies: The Wilkins and 
Field which is an accumulation of points over 3 
trips and the Wilkin Trophy run over 1 trip which 
can be one of the Wilkin and Fields trips. Scuba 
divers can come on these trips.

We will also have a dive trip for the King Trophy 
which is the most underwater fish photos on 1 
tank of air. Quality doesn’t matter as long as the 
fish species is recognisable.

If you plan to go for a dive or are looking for 
someone to go diving with between planned trips 
let me know so I can email out to club members.
Try to attend the monthly meetings as is much 
easier to plan trips and to get to know each other.
See you under the water,
Larry
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Vanuatu Manderin’s

Back into Port Vila, the capital of Vanuatu to finish 
this trip. Christina at the Big Blue dive centre had, 
had a report that a Manderin Fish had been spotted 
out at one of the dive sites and there was a sketchy 
photo of it, so she would love a decent one for their 
advertising. Manderin Fish haven’t been recorded 
in Vanuatu before however that is hardly surprising 
as not a lot of diving goes on outside the visitors to 
the well dived sites. There must be hundreds of great 
species to be found by any diver with an eagle eye. It 
was quickly organised that we would have a private 
trip out to the location where it had been spotted in a 
coming evening.

So our morning dive was out to Hideaway Reef obvi-
ously off Hideaway Resort in Mele Bay. This area has 
been a marine sanctuary for many years now and 

despite several cyclones including super cyclone 
Pam, the reef is in exceptional condition with 
amazing coral and it is alive with fish. Recently 
one of the plate corals had a nest of white tip reef 
sharks sheltering under it so we were keen to see 
them and hopefully get a shot of them. Unfortu-
nately we are dealing with nature and someone 
forgot to tell them we were coming so only a 
couple of the clan were there, but they are still neat 
to see. We dropped down into a gully full of giant 
mushroom corals piled on the bottom, I had never 
seen so many in one spot or any so large.  In fact 
they looked like a pile of bucket hats waiting for a 
cricket match on game day. Up the reef we moved 
back into masses of thriving Stags horn and plate 
corals. The top of the reef is anemone fish city 
with anemones scattered everywhere each with its 
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doesn’t breath and powers through the water like a 
dolphin on steroids. Just to prove a point the Spin-
ner Dolphins appeared as we travelled between sites 
putting on a brilliant aerial display for us. There are 
so many great dive sites in Havannah harbour you are 
always spoilt for choice.

Peter was keen to locate the remains of the subma-
rine nets dumped on the bottom after World War 
II that Anne and I love diving on so he took us out 
another day to play on them will he prepped the 
boat for a load of students from the Mullumbimby 
Steiner School in Australia who where volunteering 
on Nguna Island building a classroom for the locals. 
We have helped out many times with various groups 
from the same school that have volunteered in this 
village. Back to the diving, our first drop definitely 
found the deeper nets at around 40 metres only get-

resident anemone fish busy cleaning and frantically 
protecting their little patch. A great couple of dives 
today. Another great days diving down.

Out with our old friend Peter Whitelaw on Golden 
Wings, a 40foot trimaran that has run dive charters 
for decades to some of the best dives sites on the 
main island. Peter had arranged for a local diver to 
come along as a model for a few photos, Charlotte 
was from Switzerland and working as a Physio in 
Port Vila and  a very keen diver, as well as being 
very patient as would come apparent as the day went 
on. Peter would swim with us following to where he 
wanted a photography and gesture what he wanted 
until Charlotte and I got it right then would swim 
off with us following to the next spot. Anyone who 
has ever had the pleasure of diving with Peter knows 
that it is next to impossible to keep up with him, he 
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ting to the good stuff at the end when we needed to 
surface. My bearings were definitely off after a few 
years away. Anyway the second dive was perfect, we 
dropped directly on top of the familiar landmark that 
we were so used of, so locating the old favourite fish 
was easy except the Ribbon Eel had moved home.

Back in Vila I was keen to dive on the old Teal Fly-
ing Boat that rests in 42 metres in the inner harbour, 
its always a dirty dive, much like a normal day diving 
at home only warmer and its a dive you want to do 
by yourself as the silt is like talcum powder and the 
slightest wrong move leaves white out conditions and 
ruins the dive. Its hard to imagine the size of this plane 
but the wingspan is over 30metres and the interior is 
cavernous to say the least. Trying to get a decent photo 
is near on impossible but I still enjoy the dive. After 
a short surface interval it was off to another harbour 
dive on the Star of Russia, a huge three masted sailing 
ship with an amazing history. I didn’t have much time 
on her this trip as my deco time was some what lim-
ited after diving the Tasman but I can say its always a 
good dive finished off with the school of Bat Fish that 
keep you company on your safety stop.
And as the story started, the sun started to set and 

Christina and her husband accompanied us out to 
the possible location of the Manderin Fish where 
our skipper struggled to find the necessary moor-
ing but eventually we were in the water as the light 
faded on our way to the bottom. Apparently the 
target sleeps under a mooring block in the coral 
rubble. We found the mooring block quickly and 
hung back peering at it from all angles to see this 
elusive and secretive fish. Eventually it turned into 
a night dive and both Anne and I turned our lights 
on, we were soon joined by Christina signalling 
that her torch wasn’t working and we both offered 
her a replacement that she turned down. We never  
did find the Manderin Fish however the dive wasn’t 
in vain as we did find three Robust Pipefish and a 
Leafy Scorpian Fish, some shrimps and some neat 
anemones. Back on the boat Christina informed us 
that there was nothing wrong with her torch, Man-
derin Fish are bashful and don’t like the torch light. 
Bugger! Maybe we should have been told before the 
dive.

Well unfortunately our two and a half weeks of 
reacquainting with Vanuatu was over and we had to 
return to New Zealand.
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Out Diving
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Aqualung Conshelf Regulators. well serviced and 
in excellent conditions, these regulators have 
history with hundreds of amazing adventure, in 
fact they are really a collectors item.

Contact Ross MacDonald  027 657 7570

ForSale
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60th Dinner

Sixty years on and 62 past and present support-
ers of the Nelson Underwater Club turned out 
to reminess and catch up with many old friends 
and fellow divers. It was great to see two of the 
founding members, Ross MacDonald and Colin 
Wilkins in attendance for the evening and quite 
a few of the guest travelled from all corners of 
New Zealand to be with us on this special even-
ing. Not many clubs make it to this milestone and 
it is through the hard work of so many past and 
present members that the club survives.

Brian Davis excelled as master of ceremonies 
and touched on the history and characters of the 
club with the panache only he could do. With so 
many highlights over the sixty years it must have 
been difficult to condense it into the one even-
ing  but his presentation certainly the refreshed 
memories of the longer serving members and 
entertained everyone.

Rosemary Tarlton gave a presentation about her 
life with (maybe without) the legend Kelly Tarlton 
throughout his amzing diving career. It was also 
a great opportunity for her to catch up with old 
friends in the club.

Dave Moran, the former editor and owner of 
Dive Pacific gave a fascinating overlook at the 
work he has been doing in the Solomon Is-
lands locating planes from World War II for the 
American Government looking for the remains 
of American pilots to return home after 75years 
missing. He then quickly spoke about the sal-
vage work on the “Daring” shipwreck discov-
ered in the Kaipara sand dunes in Northland.

Our President, Johnny Little used the oppor-
tunity to present two of our long serving mem-
bers, Larry Oakly and Eric Simmons with life 
memberships for there efforts over the past 
three decades.

Finally this all came together because of the 
hard work by a large number of people that I 
couldn’t start to list, so I think we all owe them 
a debt of gratitude for their efforts and remem-
ber this next time the club has an event on by 
volunteering to help, afterall many hands make 
light work as the saying goes.

Heres looking forward to the milestone in fif-
teen years time. (or maybe ten years).
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Seven Sisters Fiji

Its not often I miss an opportunity to go diving and 
when I had the chance to accompany Eric on his 
work trip to Fiji where I could sneak in a couple of 
days diving while he was working – I didn’t think 
too long – even though it is my busy time and stress 
levels got high prior to departure day.
However we reached Pacific Harbour at approx. 
3.30pm on Wednesday, sat in the sun at the pool 
soaking in the rays, then I gathered my dive gear and 
charged the batteries ready for a two tank dive with 
AquaTrek Fiji in the morning. Always happy to dive 
with these guys, even though there have been some 
organisational changes in the past twelve months 
the people who matter, the local Fijian staff, are still 
there.
So Eric delivered me and my dive gear to the boat be-
fore departing to Suva for a day’s work and I got my 
gear ready on the boat for a day out diving. Scarcely 
fair really….
Today we are diving the local reefs, Friday & Satur-
day, when Eric can join me, we are diving with the 
sharks, followed by another coral reef dive on Sun-
day. Two other couples, me and our guide, Wani and 
skipper Lassse are quick to get ready and head out so 
we can make the most of the less wind in the morn-
ings. Even so those on the windward side of the boat 

got pretty wet on the 15 minute trip to our first dive, 
Golden Arches.
The current was reasonably fierce even before we 
jumped in, need to pull ourselves along the line to 
the mooring line and then down to the coral bommie 
below. Twas a mission, especially for those of us with 
big camera rigs, one couple didn’t make it down due 
to technicalities. As Kiwis we don’t realise how lucky 
we are to experience strong currents and untoward 
conditions, while we never want them, its always 
good to have the experience when you do need it. 
Like today.
The dive never got to the final destination due to the 
initial hiccups, however it was still a beautiful dive 
with plenty of colour with the soft coral out in abun-
dance.  
Various species of lionfish, plenty of nudibranchi, 
colourful fish, the odd shark or two kept me busy 
snapping away the it was back up to the mooring line 
to get back to the boat. A surface interval in the sun 
and we were ready to get back in the water.
Now we are diving the Seven Sisters, set of seven 
bommies besides which they sunk an island trader 
about 20 years ago. Noone can ever tell me the name 
of the boat, I have dived her several times over the 
past 4 years and she really does just keep getting bet-
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ter and better.
Today was no exception, the current was just right, 
the soft corals out in full bloom, the emperor angel 
fish out feeding, the bright yellow zoanithids just 
starting to bloom and lots of juvenile fish, add this to 
the charm of a wreck and it’s a winner dive.
The mast rises approx. 10 metres above the foredeck 
and is adorned in soft corals a is the superstructure 
so she is a very pretty dive with plenty to see.
After about 25 minute on the wreck we headed back 
to the bommies where we spent a further 20 minutes 
fossicking around. Pacific Harbour is well known for 
its awesome shark diving, it the coral reef diving is 
pretty special too.
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This challenge is open to all members 
of the Nelson Underwater Club using a 
GoPro or similar micro action camera 
on a recognised NUC Club Trip to cap-
ture the most recognisable species of 
fishlife, including crustaceans, mam-
mals and cephalopods (excluding in-
vertebrates, molluscs, weeds, and al-
gae).

* Only a GoPro or similar micro action 
camera with auto-focus and without 
the ability to zoom while in use are per-
mitted to be used.

* Entrants must be a financial mem-
ber of the Nelson Underwater Club by  
31/01/2020

* Only one nominated species per pho-
tograph.

* Photographs are in New Zealand wa-
ters only

* One point for each species plus an 
additional point if your buddy or your-
self is in the photo. (applies to every 
photograph presented)

* Photographs must be emailed within 
7 days of the trip they were taken on to 
editor@nelsonunderwater.club

* Points will accumulate and there is 
no limit to the number of entries.

* Scores will be advertised monthly in 
the NUC Magazine

* The winner is the member with the 
most accumulated points for the year

* Photographs must be taken between 
01/04/2019 and  31/3/2020

Micro Challenge
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Micro Challenge Scores

1 x Fish

1 x Diver plus

= 2 Points

This is designed as a fun challenge that everyone can participate in regardless of your diving 
experience or camera quality. You simply need to go diving and realistically you don’t even need 
to go far to get started as alot of fish can be located close to shore on reefs and sand easily ac-
cessed by shore diving so you don’t even need access to a boat. This couldn’t be easier. Get a 
buddy and a cheaper micro camera and get in the water taking photos. 

I will even give you a game plan. Once you have your buddy and camera, make a list of fish you 
wan to photograph with them. Talk about where you would find each fish and make a plan how you 
will find it and get a photo of it, remember that if you include your buddy in the photo you will get 
an extra point on your score as a bonus. I will even give you a point if you get a selfie with the fish. 
There are no points for quality, if I can recognise the fish or even part of the fish you will get the 
point.

If you need help at identifying fish or even knowing what to look for and where, contact me and I 
will help otherwise there are plenty of great fish id books out there to come up with ideas.

As you can see in the photo below, 2 points is pretty easy to get and crayfish are counted along 
with crabs, octopus, each different bleeny and triple fin and I will even count jellyfish. We simply 
want you in the water. competing on a friendly basis.

Each month we will keep track of the tallies for competitors here so you can see where everyone 
is

Best of luck
Eric
editor@nelsonunderwater.club



We are NZ’s only Drysuit manufacturer meaning 
we are the best people to offer repairs, servic-
ing and alterations to all makes and models of 
Drysuits and Waders we carry most replacement 
parts in stock so we can provide quick turn-
around.
Paul has 15 years knowledge and experience 
in the industry and knows all the brands and all 
the tricks, over these years he has seen repairs 
that are potentially dangerous or have not been 
done well and have cost more money to fix prop-
erly.  Make sure the person working on your suit 
knows what they are doing.

These are the repairs we offer:

Full Drysuit and Wader testing
Cuffs and Neck seal replacements (latex and 
neoprene)
Boot replacements
Zip replacements
Restitching
Valve servicing and cleaning
Sitech or Viking dry glove, cuff and neck ring 
systems fitted
Alterations
Neck dams/yokes fitted
Contact us with your repair needs and to find out 
a cost.

25 Station Road, Wellsford, Auckland 0900, New 
Zealand

09 423 8237   021 425 706

info@oceandry.co.nz
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CLUB LOAN GEAR

We appreiate that dive gear can be expensive when you astarting out or haven’t dived for a 
while. The Nelson Underwater Club owns several sets of BCD’s, Regulators and dive tanks 
that are regularly serviced and ready for use to any financial club member.

All we ask is that you return the gear clean and dry by the middle of the week following bor-
rowing it and that if you use tanks that they are returned full so others can enjoy them.

If you notice anything that is not right please make sure that you let us know so we can get 
it fixed as soon as possible and not inconvenience anyone.

Simply call Jenny on ******* to organise a time for you to collect it and drop it back.
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Join the Club
New members are always welcome

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

FIRST NAME SURNAME

EMAIL

ADDRESS

HOME PHONE WORK PHONE MOBILE PHONE

DIVE QUALIFICATION TRAINING PROVIDER

ANY PARTICULAR ASPECT OF DIVING YOU ARE MOST INTERESTED IN?

eg: photography, cray/scallops, freediving, spearfishing

I HEREBY AGREE TO ABIDE BY THE RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE NELSON 
UNDERWATER CLUB AND THE RELEVANT LAWS OF THE LAND.

PLEASE RETURN TO ANY NELSON UNDERWATER CLUB COMITTEE MEMEBER or 
POST TO NELSON UNDERWATER CLUB, PO BOX 3743, RICHMOND, NELSON or

EMAIL TO membership@nelsonunderwater.club
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Dive in!!!
with the NUC

DIVE with the Nelson Underwater Club

FOLLOW with the Nelson Underwater Club

JOIN the FUN with the Nelson Underwater Club

www.nelsonunderwater.club


